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BY MONICA MACFARLAND
It seems the Needle Tasting Program
was greatly appreciated. Many members
thought it was a fun and useful exercise
especially since most of the hats we
worked on during the program will be
donated to charity.
Whether you prefer straights, circulars,
or double points, bamboo, wood or
nickel, needle choice makes a difference
to the success of your project. Now that
many of you have had a chance to try
out a lot of the needles that are available, there are some things to keep in
mind in regard to the needles you decide
to purchase or use for your projects.
While planning the Needle Tasting I tried
to be as consistent as possible. All of the
basic beanies were made with worsted
weight wool. The preemie hats were sock
yarns and the wash cloths were worsted

Monica organized the needle tasting on labeled paper plates.

weight cotton. Since the projects were all
cast on in advance, the participants only
had to pick up the needles and knit.
Changing the fiber can affect the way the
needles function. Linen and Cotton or
Rayon and Acrylic will flow differently on
the needles than wool or alpaca. But even
different types of wool can change the way
the needle works. For years I knitted socks
using 5-inch Brittany needles made of
birch and never had any issues with the
flow of the yarn on the needles. When I
started to make mitts with Shetland yarn,
which is a “sticky” wool, the yarn caught up
on the wooden needles. I switched to metal
needles and didn’t have the problem.
The material the needles are made of can
be an important consideration. Some people have to change from small wooden
double pointed needles to bamboo or
metal because they break the wooden
ones when they knit. Some knitters have
trouble with the finish on needles like Addis, because they find them too slippery.
Switching to bamboo, wood or laminate
makes them much happier. Signature needles have a non-slip surface that many
knitters seem to appreciate. If the project
on the needles is too slippery it can change
your gauge and alter the fit of the garment.
Addi lace needles are made of brass that
tarnishes while not in use so some knitters
find that their hands smell when they start
knitting with them. In response to the tarnishing issue Addi started making Rockets
that have the lace tips but are made of
nickel plated brass.
(Continued on page 11)
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T RY K N I T T I N G T H I S
BY CHRISTINE HALL
If you are looking for an interesting hat to knit that
will hold your interest and you don’t have to refer to
a pattern often - look
at the Angel Hat by
Kay F Jones on
Ravelry. I have knit
this hat three times
now and I am not
bored with it. This free
pattern is easy
enough to knit at a
knitting retreat and
still hold a conversation. The one change I
made was to start the
pattern after knitting
the ribbing two inches.

T he C a ll of th e W o o l
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MEET YOUR GUILD MEMBERS
ROGGI MCCORD
Q. Tell us a little about yourself?
A. I'm a native Buckeye, born and raised in
Lynchburg, OH on a farm. Growing up I tried
many different crafts and we were lucky to have
a great art class in my school from elementary
through high school. I found I was better at fiber
arts then painting or drawing and I found my
niche in home economics. I didn't learn to knit
until after college, in my late 20s. I moved to Dallas, TX and there I decided I wanted to learn how
to knit to see if I liked it. There was a guild there,
but at that time I was told I had to learn how to
cast on, cast off, knit and purl before I could join
the guild. I was wondering what that guild's purpose was after that if they didn't teach the art?
So I bought a CD from Wal-Mart in a learn to knit
kit and sat in front of my computer practicing. My
first knitting was dish clothes and I still have my
first book of patterns.
I graduated from Wright State with a degree in
Management Information Systems and I've been
a system administrator for the last 15+ years. I'm
currently looking to specialize in my field and I'm
pursuing database administration certification on
my own. I'm not married and my cat Daisy along
with my 29 year old nephews are all like my kids.
I get the joy of being the cool aunt!
Q. What is your favorite thing to knit?
A. My favorite thing to knit is gloves. I like mittens, but to me they are sort of boring so I add
fingers to them almost every time. I want to try a
pair of Fair Isle gloves soon. I made my first
sweater this winter for my brother's new son who
is three years old. A small sweater was a good
project to get me excited about sweaters. I hope
to make one for myself before the end of this
year or at least get started on it.

Q. What are you
working on now?
A. I just finished
a baby blanket
for a new great
nephew on the
way. It has a
blue background
with brown and
yellow ripples
that look like roads and I appliquéd little cars
on the stripes. I'm also finishing a glove for
myself that is to replace one I made before
that wasn't tailored to my hand enough.
Q. Do you have a favorite hint to share?
A. I don't have a hint of my own, but someone shared this with me - if you aren't enjoying the project, yarn or pattern stop working
on it and find something you do enjoy. Life is
too short to spend time doing something you
aren't enjoying. I take that with me into every
project I consider.
Q. Do you have any other interests?
A. I enjoying cooking and baking and I am
currently trying to improve my work with
bread dough. I like to sew and was an avid
cross stitcher for years before I took up knitting. I enjoy playing board games and go to a
meet up group for that occasionally. When
the weather is nice and I find someone to go
with, I like to kayak and then eat a picnic
lunch.
Q. Is there something you want the guild
members to know about you?
A. I really enjoy the friendships I have with
my fellow knitters I've met in our guild and at
social knitting groups I've gone too. There is
so much to learn from so many accomplished
knitters!
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R E T R E AT S , S E M I N A R S , A N D W O R K S H O P S
BY

CHRISTINE HALL

The past six months have filled with some wonderful fiber events. Let me tell you about a few
of them and how you can find events that would
be of interest to you.
I mentioned going to the Nancy’s Notions Sewing Weekend in a previous newsletter. This is
held the first weekend in May in Beaverdam,
Wisconsin. My sister-in-law Sherry and I learned
our lesson two years ago. The passenger is on
deer watching duty. Fortunately, I was able to
spot a deer in time for Sherry to slow down and
avoid an accident. We weren’t so lucky two
years ago. The deer just seem to come out of
nowhere in Wisconsin. Sherry and I attended a
variety of sewing, machine embroidery, serging
and quilting classes. As a non-quilter the Eleanor
Burns class was a huge stretch for me. I realized
that quilters look at a project and see them in
blocks. I looked at the table runner project and
my brain started spinning. With some help I got
through all the blocks. Nancy Ziemann, the founder of Nancy’s Notions died recently from cancer. All of the teachers told some wonderful stories about Nancy, and how she started her business from her kitchen table. She was a remarkable woman.
Karen Balk, Heidi Kwater and I have taken several seminars offered by Kramer’s sewing machine store in Cincinnati. The best one so far
was a machine embroidery workshop. We paid
$99 for two days. We were fed pastries for
breakfast, a lovely lunch and lots of chocolates
as we worked. The goody bag and the door prize
I won was worth over $500. We also went to a
Bernina University seminar. We learned about
sewing on unusual fabrics. Sewing on cork and
vinyl have become new favorites.
In February I attended my favorite knitting retreat, The Knitting Pipeline retreat, in Washington, Illinois. This is a two day retreat that is so
much fun. There are no formal classes offered,
but there are volunteer teachers who give mini
workshops at no charge. I have met women from
all over the country who come and share their

love of knitting. I walk out of there inspired to knit so
many things. You can go a day early and go on a
group yarn crawl. Most of the knitters stay at the
same hotel. We take over the lobby and breakfast
area. People who stay at the hotel who are not knitters are always so surprised to see us there.
So how do I find out about all of these events? First
subscribe to newsletters put out by yarn shops, sewing machine dealers, or sewing machine manufacturers. Listen to podcasts. Many of them sponsor retreats. The Hand y Machine knitting podcast talks
about retreats, classes and events dealing with hand
and machine knitting. If you like a knitting designer,
join their Ravelry and/or Facebook group and get
event information there. There are so many fiber
events going on there is no reason to stay home all
the time.

These are three of the four
items I made at the Nancy’s
Sewing Weekend. The tote
bag and the cosmetic bag
were made on a serger. We
even put the zipper in with
the serger! The table runner
was a first quilting project—
don’t judge me. If I ever quilt
again (doubtful), I will do better. I didn’t finish the Eleanor
Burns project yet.
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225 N. Main St., Dayton, OH 45402
937.221.9585
Ohio’s first Brooklyn Tweed Stockist
Blue Sky Fibers  Spud & Chloe  Shibui
Phydeaux  KnitCircus  Biscotte & Cie
Manos del Uruguay  Rowan  Berroco
Rauma  From the Mountain
Opening hours:
Tuesday, Wednesday: 11:00am - 7:00pm
Thursday: 11:00am - 8:00pm
Friday: 11:00am - 6:00pm
Saturday: 10:00am - 4:00pm
Mondays: By appointment info@stringsattachedyarns.com
Knit/Crochet Night – Thursday until 8:00pm
www.stringsattachedyarns.com
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EASY PROJECT

BY CHRISTNE HALL
My daughter travels every week for work. Most often
she flies out early in the morning and returns home
in the evening, so she doesn’t take a suitcase, just
her briefcase. My daughter seems prone to disasters, so I made her an emergency kit to leave in her
briefcase.
On the Sewlicious website there was an organizer
made with plastic baggies and a potholder. This version can be made easily even if you don’t own a
sewing machine. Being that I never seem to do
things the easy way, I decided to forgo using the
potholder. Heidi Kwater gave me a lovely chunk of
fabric she had pieced and quilted, so this was used
in place of the pot holder.
The other change I made to the original was using
freezer bags instead of sandwich bags. Freezer
bags are stronger and knowing who would use the
end product made it clear that stronger is better.
I assembled most of the items that I thought would
go into the kit. (See photo 4.) The largest item was a
package of tissues, so this is how I decided how
large the bags would be.(See photo 1.) I clipped
three bags together for each side. The bags are
quite slippery so don’t skip this step.(See photo 2.)I
drew a line five inches down from the opening on
both sides and overlapped the bags. Then I sewed
across the line and trimmed the bags. Place a ribbon over the seam and sew both sides. Your bags
will now be quite secure.
I bound the edges with a piece of fabric cut on the
bias. Rounding the corners made it easier to sew
the binding. I used a covered elastic hair band and
a button to close up the bag.
So what did I put in the kit? I started with a few office supplies: pen, note pad, rubber bands, binder
clips, mini scissors and paper clips. (Hint—I always
pack binder clips in my bag when I travel. They can
be used to hold curtains closed or close up a bag of
chips.) There was a first aid pocket with bandages,
Tylenol and Pepto Bismal. A third pocket held a
toothbrush, toothpaste and dental floss. I added
many more items before I was done.
I gave the emergency kit to my daughter. She was
so excited. She looked through the items and said,

Finished Emergency Kit

Photo 1
Determine
your bag
size

I could have used that last week,” and “I definitely need this!”
So if you don’t have a daughter who travels why
would you want to make one of these? I plan on
making one to keep in my car. How many times
have you needed a pen and paper? I plan on putting quarters to feed the parking meters downtown. I will also have first aid items in the kit. Being that we are knitters, stitch markers, scissors
and a small crochet hook to fix my stitches will
make its way into the kit. I can’t count the number of times I have been upset with myself for not
having them easily accessible on a trip. Do yourself a favor and make one of these.
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BOOK REVIEW —T HE JOY
KNITTING YOUR WAY
BY CHRISTINE HALL
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OF

COLOR FAIR ISLE

At the April DKG retreat I was lucky enough to win a
copy of The Joy of Color Fair Isle Knitting Your Way
by Janine Bajus. This book was a generous donation
from Kristen at Strings Attached. This is a workshop
in a book. Janine will guide you, step by step,
through every part of designing and knitting your
own custom Fair Isle garment in your choice of color
palette. Also included in the book are stories by 13
students about the development of their garments,
sharing their successes and disappointments. This
is not a pattern collection, but there are templates
for small projects (cap, tam, fingerless mitts, scarf),
useful for testing designs.
The Joy of Color gets 4 1/2 stars on Amazon and
retails for $40.00. Check it out, it really is a beautiful book.

Photo 2
Clip bags down and sew
down the line you drew.

Photo 4
Items I put in the kit.
Photo 3
Cover the seam with
ribbon.
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N O T E F RO M T H E E D I T O R
BY CHRISTINE HALL

This is my last newsletter. Life has gotten very complicated over the past months. My 94 year old mother
has been having some health issues. My brother recently moved to an assisted living facility in Cincinnati.
He is only 71 but had a tumor on his spine which left him with little use of his hands. He still has trouble
walking and falls a lot. We have doctor appointments lined up to see if he has Parkinson's, as his hands
are constantly shaking. I am the guardian for my mother and brother so I am a busy person and something had to change. The newsletter takes a lot of time to produce, so I decided I had to stop.
I want to thank everyone who has helped over the two and half years I have done this, especially the people who were interviewees for the Meet Your Guild Member article. This turned out to be a favorite from
the comments I have gotten.
Also want to thank Karen Balk, Heidi Kwater and Chris Berggren for being such supportive friends. They
are patient with me when I let off some steam. They always have great advise about dealing with my
mother and brother. Everyone should have such great friends.
I am very lucky to have siblings who are concerned about my well being. My sisters drive from Boston and
Norfolk, VA to stay with my mother so I can get away with my husband. My biggest thank you is to my husband. He has helped me with technical issues related to the newsletter. He has put up with me writing
the newsletter while we were out of town. Of the 10 newsletters I wrote, I think I was home for about
three of them. I will be around, probably not as much until life settles down. Thanks for all the kind words
and encouragement I have gotten from you, the guild members.
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W A L - M A R T B E AU T Y B OX
BY CHRISTINE HALL
Most of us have an inner four year old who loves to get
surprise boxes in the mail. I tame my inner child by subscribing to the Wal-Mart beauty box. I get one about
every three months. The cost is five dollars to cover the
shipping.
Each box is totally different. There is a
mix of full-sixed and trial sized products
and often their corresponding coupons.
There is an option to go on line and get
a more personalized box. Just fill out the
form that asks your age, skin type and
coloring.
My last box contained antiperspirant, a
coupon for a free box of hair color, a
sleeping mask, body wash, hair conditioner, skin moisturizer, a whitening
toothpaste and an ointment body spray.
I love taking the items when I travel and
I don’t have to spend time filling up
travel sized empty bottles.
The box itself is the size of a cigar box. I
save them for wrapping gifts.

Page 9

Wal-Mart also offers a box for men and babies. I have not seen them, but they may be
worth looking into. Target offers a similar
box, but you have to pick it up at the store.
The Target box is seven dollars.
To get your own Wal-Mart beauty box go to
this link:
https://beautybox.walmart.com/how-itworks/ make your inner child happy!
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H OW T O H A N D L E A K N I T T I N G C O M P L I M E N T
BY CHRISTINE HALL
How many times have you heard someone get a compliment about their hand knitted item and the knitter
turns around and starts pointing out all the mistakes
in the item? This has to stop. We all work hard on our
knitted items. I am going to make a suggestion for a
better way to handle this. I was in the library when a
lady complimented my scarf. I said “Thank you, I had
a lot of fun knitting it.” This is a nice and non-show off
way to say I knit this and I am proud. Other responses
could be:
1. Thank you, knitting is my passion.
2. Thank you, my knitting keeps me warm.
3. Just Thank you.
My husband is a woodworker. He never points out his
mistakes. We knitters need to do the same thing.
Think about your creative way of accepting a compliment.

If someone tells you
that you have enough
yarn, stop talking to
them. You don’t need
that kind of negativity
in your life!
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NEEDLE TASTING
(CONT.)
The tip profile can make a big difference for a
successful project. Depending on the yarn and
the way you knit, you might prefer blunt tips
while some of us are in love with lace or stiletto
tips. Some needles have fine points and a narrow taper that are helpful when making lace,
but a blunt tip might work better if you have a
yarn that tends to split.
Some of the needles can be very pricey. My recommendation is to buy the best tools that are within your
budget and that suit your needs. If you are a new knitter and own very few needles it makes sense to buy a
set of interchangeables. You can augment that purchase with additional needles or cables for the set. My
interchangeable set comes with me when I travel so
that I have many sizes available for an impromptu project or I realize that I need to change needle size to
stay on gauge.
Warranties can differ. Needles, even the very expensive ones, can fail. It is good to know ahead of time
whether the company offers a lifetime replacement
warranty for defects. Interchangeable sets can have
these and other issues that you need to be aware
of:
Breadth of Sizes: In the basic Hiya Hiya Interchangeable set the needle sizes range in size from
US 2/2.75mm to US8/5mm, whereas the Addi Click
set starts at US 4/ 3.5mm and goes up to
US15/10mm. I tend to use needles in small sizes
so the set with smaller sizes is more useful for me.
Some companies such as Dyak Craft, Knitter’s Pride
and Hiya Hiya now make interchangeable sock sets
that come in even smaller sizes.
Quality of the Connector and Cables: The way the
needle joins to the cable can make a significant difference in how much you enjoy working on your project. When the yarn gets hung up on the join every
time you move your stitches or when the connection
comes apart while you have stitches on the needles
it can be very annoying and spoil the enjoyment you
get from your knitting.
Versatility of the Set: Interchangeable needles usually come in 4” or 5”lengths. Some knitters prefer
the short needles and some are

more comfortable with the longer ones. If you
prefer the longer needle you need to be aware
that you cannot make a 16” circular, the size
we use to make hats, with those long needles.
A friend who bought the Dyak Craft Darn Pretty
Interchangeables with 5” needles also bought
a variety of fixed 16“circular Darn Pretties so
that she could have access to 16”circular needle for future projects. Not all of us can afford
that sort of upfront investment.
Thanks for all the appreciative comments regarding our needle tasting. Thanks also to
those who helped finish the hats.
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A B E AU T I F U L T R I BU T E
BY ARLENE GRAHAM

At the Dayton Knitting Guild Retreat Barbara Eden
brought to my attention a beautiful tribute to one of our
beloved members in a relatively new book, SLOW KNITTING A Journey from Sheep to Skein to Stitch by Hannah
Thiessen. On page 18-19 she writes, "My own knitting
story is fairly stereotypical, in a way. I learned from Mary
Hal, an older shepherdess and fiber artist living in my
community in rural central Kentucky. Occasionally, she
would invite some of the “city kids” from her church over
on Sunday afternoons to learn different crafty things: a
bit of baking, a bit of spinning, and a lot of knitting. We
learned on leftover wools from Mary Hal's extensive collection. At our first session, she handed each of us a pair
of double-pointed needles she'd made from old dowels
and a pencil sharpener, carefully sanded and oiled with
lavender. They had a “10”' written on them and fit perfectly in my hands. The smell of lavender always brings
back my memory of these needles.
Mary Hal's early teachings about the sustainability, the
benefits, and the history of wool still stick with me. She
taught me that the best wool comes from sheep raised
by those with yarn in mind (although there is plenty to be
said for dual-use flocks). Stress shows in a fleece's color
and strength, in the shine and crimp. Healthy, happy
sheep produce beautiful fibers, which in turn become
beautiful yarns, and beautiful projects. Each finished
skein maintains this filament line of the heritage, breeding, and history of the wool. Knitting, for me, is about
remembering my own story, but also the story of the
sheep and the people who raise them. Casting on with a
good wool pulls my memories of spending time in the
barn, the smell and feel of spinning in the grease, the
soft slick of lanolin, and the scent of lavender oil. There
is simply no better fiber to reach for when I want to remember where I discovered myself."
On page 175 in the acknowledgments, the author says
"Thank you to Mary Hal Davis who taught me how to knit
and began this journey."
It is definitely time for us to get back to the practice of
"Each one teach one" (or many). Who knows where the
ripples will lead?
Greene County Public Library system has this in the ebook, and Montgomery has the hardcover. Lots to read
about many current designers and domestic mills, as
well as beautiful photos, patterns, charts, etc.
Abrams. $29.99
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PRODUCT REVIEW
BY CHRISTINE HALL

One of the door busters
offered at the Nancy’s
Notion Sewing Weekend
was the Smart Lamp
D20 by Naturalight. I
hesitated about purchasing another light as I
have another brand already. I only had to use
the lamp for a few minutes before I realized
that it was a smart buy.
The lamp is very compact and folds easily for
travel. The dimensions
are 12.04w x 5.7D x
14.1 H in inches. It is
USB compatible so it can
plug into your computer
for power. There are
three color temperatures, warm, daylight and cool. The colors are
dimmable which is great for reading or knitting.
The lamp comes in a box with a handle which I
plan on keeping as this lamp will travel with me.
If you are in the market for a new lamp check this
one out. Prices for this lamp vary widely so shop
around.

T he C a ll of th e W o o l
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Our retreat featured Beth Brown-Reinsel as our instructor. Here
are some of the pictures from the retreat.
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CONSIDER LEARNING HOW UPCOMING
TO CROCHET
PROGRAMS
BY CHRISTINE HALL

Many knitters bristle when crochet is mentioned. If you
look at Ravelry or at many of the crochet blogs, crochet
is becoming more popular and more interesting. My
personal favorite crochet blog is Yarn + Chai by Rebecca Langford. I took part in her last crochet along for
the Malia Shoulder Bag. I love this bag. Recently I was
staying at the Ritz Carlton in Naples, Florida with my
daughter.
There was a
lovely boutique there.
My bag looked
similar and
better made
than the ones
that were being sold at the
very expensive
store. Crochet
is not just for
afghans any
more.

HAND WASH?
B Y M O NI CA MAC F ARLAND
While driving to visit some of our kids around Thanksgiving
last year, I finished an alpaca sweater for one of my grandsons. After we arrived I blocked it and once it was dry I
handed it to my son for his little boy. He looked at it, looked
at me and said “Hand wash, dry flat?” That sure made me
smile.
Labels for Hand Wash, Dry Flat and Machine Wash, Tumble
Dry can be purchased from
Knitpicks. Knit Picks also
offers some free labels that
you can print when presenting a hand made item.
Personalized labels can also
be purchased on line.
(Clothing Labels by Sterling
has a good reputation.)

June 18
Annual Indoor Picnic and yarn
over sale.
Bring any books, needles or yarn you would
like to sell.
NOTE: This is our all-day KNIT-IN. 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Bring: Covered dish, soup, salad or dessert to
share. Please come even if you don’t have
time to bring something to share. The Guild
will provide drinks and table service.

Non-DKG Knitting Events 2018
June 1-2 Hoosier Hills Fiber Festival Franklin,
IN http://www.hoosierhillsfiberfestival.com/
Aug 2-5

Stitches Midwest

Shaumburg, IL

http://www.knittinguniverse.com/Midwest2018

Aug 7-14 I75 Yarn Crawl Michigan, Ohio,
Kentucky, Tennessee
http://thei75yarncrawl.com/home
Sep 15-16 Woolgathering Yellow Springs,
OH
https://youngsdairy.com/wool-gathering/
There will sign up sheets at the May and June
meetings to work at our booth.

PODCASTS

If you are looking for entertainment during the
long hot summer days try some of my favorites.
Revisionist History is Malcolm Gladwell's journey
through the overlooked and the misunderstood.
*****

Sewing Out Loud is a mother/daughter duo taking about many aspects of sewing. They are both
very funny and smart. *****
This American Life the content varies widely by
episode. *****

Behind the Wool, a podcast about the stories behind the fiber arts. ****

Guild Information
The purpose of the Dayton Knitting Guild (DKG) shall be to promote interest and skill in the art of knitting, to encourage
high standards of quality and workmanship, and to encourage the use of those skills for the benefit of others. Membership is open to all skill levels.

Officers and Board Members
President: Lynn McCown
VP/Program Chairman: Monica MacFarland
Secretary: Kim Kulasa

Call of the Wool
Our newsletter is published quarterly: March, June,
September, December. Deadlines for materials submissions are February 10, May 10, August 10,
November 10. The editor may edit any materials.

Treasurer: Mary Owens
treasurer@daytonknittingguild.com
Membership Chair: Karen Balk
Newsletter Editor: Christine Hall
Retreat Chair: Heather Janney
Website Administrator: Kim Kulasa
Ravelry Moderator: Valerie Moseley, Shelley Stevens,
DeDe Heeter
Blog Moderator: Heather Janney

Dues
Our fiscal year is September 1 to August 31. Dues
are $15 per year including digital newsletter. Digital
newsletter only subscriptions are $10 per year. $25
for membership with a mailed newsletter. Checks
should be made payable to
Dayton Knitting Guild.
To join, come to a meeting or contact Karen Balk.

Annual Retreat
Attendance is limited by contract with instructor.
Dues-paid members as of the September meeting
have registration priority. Registration forms must be
accompanied by fully paid registration fees.

Community Service Projects are collected at our
scheduled meetings. These are:
Warm Up the Community
Barbara Evenson and Judy Banks co-chairs
warmupcommunity@daytonknittingguild.com
Members knit caps, ear warmers, mittens, scarves to
be distributed through various organizations to keep
heads, ears, hands and hearts warm during the winter
months.
Dayton VA
Marti Coblentz, chair
vetlaprobes@daytonknittingguild.com
Knitted and crocheted lap robes are delivered to the
Dayton Veterans Administration Hospital. Materials
must be washable, of any design, colorful and measure about 36" x 42". Ties may be added for wheelchair use. Comfort items such as soap, shampoo,
toothpaste, toothbrushes, pens, pencils, combs, and
DVDs are also collected.
Preemie Hats
Nancy Newman, chair
mvhpreemiehats@daytonknittingguild.com
Members knit these for the Miami Valley Hospital
Neo-natal Center. The hospital uses at least fifty hats
per month.

Meeting location: 310 Allen St., Dayton, OH
at the St. Mary Center at 10 AM and 7 PM
No meetings December, July and August
When you use information or material from our newsletter or web site, please credit these sources as
follows:
Dayton Knitting Guild Call of the Wool, [issue date],
vol. __, no. __; or daytonknittingguild.com.

Visit us online at:
www.daytonknittingguild.com
www.daytonknittingguild.wordpress.com/
Ravelry.com/groups Dayton Knitting Guild

